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The ability of polymers to enter nanometer-scale pores can be probed by ionic channel conductance measure
ments because the movement of neutral polymer (e.g. poly(ethylene glycol), PEG) into the channel displaces
ions and reduces their mobility in the pore. Both result in a reduction of the channel’s conductance. Therefore,
the state of occupancy of the pore by polymer is reflected by the conductance which we use to determine the
polymer partition coefficient. We conclude that the available theoretical approaches to the entropic interaction
between polymer and a pore (hard spheres, random flight model, and scaling theory) do not describe the parti
tioning of PEG into alamethicin and α-hemolysin. The empirically obtained partition coefficients for these two
channels demonstrate a much sharper dependence on polymer molecular weight.

Many biological processes, including molecular in
teraction and recognition, molecular synthesis, ion
transport, and polymer translocation take place at the
nanometer-scale level. The last two use nanometerscale pores in cell membranes; protein secretion [1–3],
bacterial gene transduction, and viral infection [4] are
prime examples. To reveal the mechanism by which
polymers are transported through nanoscale pores, we
study how differently sized molecules of a neutral
polymer, poly(ethylene glycol), partition into a protein
ion channel.
Water-soluble polymers have also been used as mo
lecular probes of ion channel structure-function [5–14].
Interpretation of results obtained in those studies relied
on either complete exclusion or partial partitioning of
polymers between the bulk and the channel pore, a pro
cess that is dominated by the interaction between the
polymer and the pore.
The changes in single channel conductance caused
by polymer is a measure of pore occupancy by poly
mers. We deduce polymer partitioning as a function of
polymer size for two chemically and structurally differ
ent channels, alamethicin and Staphylococcus aureus
α-hemolysin (αHL). We compare the experimental re
sults with the predictions of three theoretical approach
es: hard spheres partitioning (e.g. [15]), random flight
model [16], and scaling [17, 18]. We find that for both
channels, the experimentally obtained dependence of
polymer exclusion (or partitioning) on polymer weight
is sharper than any of these models of pure entropic re
pulsion describes. We show that several possible com
plications that arise from either the deviation of pore
shape from that of a regular cylinder, the polydispersity
of PEG samples, or the non-ideality of concentrated
polymer solutions do not solve the problem. In fact,
each of them predict the opposite effect.

POLYMER PARTITIONING EQUILIBRIUM
In the case of a large pore (large with respect to the
characteristic size of the polymer coil), one would ex
pect a simple equi-partitioning of polymer between the
bulk and the pore (Fig. 1, top). In this case, the action
of polymer on the single pore conductance would be
identical to that on the bulk conductivity because the
average polymer density inside the pore is the same as
that in the bulk. Neutral polymers (e.g. PEG) reduce the
bulk conductivity of electrolyte solutions because their
addition decreases the ionic concentration and increases
the solution microviscosity. In addition, if ions bind to
the polymer, this will further reduce the bulk conduc
tivity.
For a small pore (small with respect to the charac
teristic size of the polymer coil), there is an entropic
cost for confining a polymer in the pore because a num
ber of possible polymer configurations are lost (Fig. 1,
bottom). As a result, the average occupancy of the pore
by polymer is decreased, and the polymer concentra
tion in the pore will be less than that in the bulk. Corre
spondingly, the relative conductance reduction will be
less than that for a large channel. In the case of very
large, and therefore completely excluded polymers,
there is no reduction in the conductance of the channel
itself. In all cases, there is a small, and sometimes mea
surable, influence of polymer on the access resistance
of the channel.
Several approaches are used to describe entropydriven polymer exclusion. We discuss here three which
provide analytical closed-form solutions: hard spheres
partitioning [15], random flight model [16], and scaling
[17, 18]. For the hard spheres model, we assume that
the polymer radii rb to scale as (molecular weight)3/5.
The corresponding partition coefficient between the
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Fig. 2. A comparison between three theoretical descriptions
of the entropic interaction between polymer and a pore:
hard spheres (dotted line), random flight model (dashed
line), and scaling theory (solid line). The polymer molecu
lar weights are normalized to permit the midpoint of the
three curves to coincide.

Fig. 1. Polymer partitioning into two idealized pores. Top:
the polymer equilibrates between the bulk and a relatively
large pore without distortion. Bottom: polymer entry into
a relatively small pore is reduced because of entropic repul
sion between the polymer and the pore.

bulk and a cylindrical pore of radius R is given by
[15]
p

HS

= (1 – r h /R) for r b ≤ R and 0 for r b > R. (1)
2

Thus, even in the hard sphere model, the partition
coefficient varies smoothly and monotonically with
molecular weight and is zero for particles that are larger
than the pore.
The random flight model [16] represents a polymer
chain as a three dimensional random walk and accounts
for the walks that are lost as a result of confinement.
The partition coefficient is given by
∞
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where βm are the roots of a zero order Bessel function
of the first kind and ri is the root-mean-square radius of
an ideal chain (ri ~ (molecular weight)1/2 ). Unlike the
hard spheres model, this description predicts a finite
value of the partition coefficient for particles that are
larger than the pore.
The scaling theory approach considers the entropic
cost of confining a large polymer chain in a long and
narrow cylinder. Increasing the length of the polymer
increases the number of “blobs” that are trapped in the
cylindrical pore. The change in entropy is proportional
to the polymer length and therefore the molecular
weight [17, 18]. Because rb scales as ~ (molecular
weight)3/5, the partition coefficient is described by
p

SC

= exp[–θ(r h /R )

5/3

]
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(3)

where the parameter θ is not defined in scaling theory.

All three descriptions give rise to a smooth transition
from equi-partitioning to complete exclusion (Fig. 2).
Scaling theory gives the sharpest transition between
these two regimes.
METHODS
The methods for measuring polymer partitioning
are described elsewhere [7, 10, 19, 20]. Briefly, we mea
sure the ionic current that flows through the pore at a con
stant applied potential in the presence of differently-sized
poly(ethylene glycols), PEGs. Single channels were
formed by adding either alamethicin or αHL to one side
of a planar lipid bilayer membrane which was bathed by
aqueous solutions containing 1 M NaCl, 2.5 mM MES
(or HEPES) at pH 7.5 and 15% (w/w) of a given mole
cular weight PEG added to the salt solution. We typi
cally used PEGs with molecular weights between 200
and 17000 Da.
RESULTS
The current through a fully open single αHL chan
nel in the absence of polymer and in the presence of dif
ferently-sized PEGs is shown in Figure 3 [10]. The sin
gle channel current varies with PEG molecular weight
in two ways. First, the mean current increases with in
creasing polymer weight. Second, there is a marked
difference in the current noise of the pore’s open state,
depending on the polymer molecular weight. The noise
corresponding to the current through the pore in the
presence of PEG 2000 is much greater compared to that
in the presence of higher and lower molecular weight
polymers. Low molecular weight PEGs penetrate the
pore and cause a significant decrease in the mean channel
conductance. Intermediately-sized polymers cause a
smaller decrease in the conductance but induce marked
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Fig. 3. The effect of different molecular weight PEGs on the current flowing through a single αHL channel. The current jump
caused by the spontaneous formation of a pore in the absence of polymer is shown on the left. The other three recordings show the
influence of differently sized polymers on the open channel current. The current noise varies non-monotonically in polymer molecular
weight. The concentration of polymer was 15% for all PEGs and the applied potential was 100 mV.

fluctuations in the channel current. Large polymers,
which are mostly excluded from the pore, increase the
mean conductance. Qualitatively similar results were
observed with single alamethicin ion channels [7, 19].
However, in this case, the low-frequency polymer-in
duced noise was not as pronounced.
A comparison of the steady-state mean conductance
measurements for a single αHL and alamethicin chan
nels in the presence of differently-sized PEG molecules
is shown in Fig. 4. Level 1 of the multi-state alamethi
cin channel is chosen because its conductance, about
0.7 nS in 1M NaCl, in this state is close to that of the
fully open αHL channel (~ 0.9 nS). We first consider
the effect of PEG on the αHL channel conductance.
Three features are clearly seen. First, PEGs with mo
lecular weights ≤3400 partition into the pore and de
crease the pore’s conductance. Second, higher molecu
lar weight PEGs, which apparently do not partition into
the pore, increase the conductance; an effect caused by
the water binding properties of PEG which increases
the electrolyte activity [7]. Third, the lowest molecular
weight PEGs (molecular weights ≤1000) decrease the
pore conductance more effectively than they do the
bulk solution conductivity (compare the data with the
horizontal dotted line). The latter result suggests there
is an attractive interaction between the polymer and
pore. The mean conductance of a single alamethicin
channel also decreases with decreasing PEG molecular
weight. However, it does so less sharply. We discuss
the significance of this difference below.
DISCUSSION
To determine the polymer partitioning into these two
channels, we use the mean conductance data in Fig. 4
and assume that the polymer-induced conductance re
duction is proportional to the polymer partition coeffi
cient [10]. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Note that
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there is a significant difference between the polymer
partition coefficients for αHL and alamethicin. For
αHL, the slope of the partition coefficient dependence
on polymer weight is much steeper. For alamethicin,
the midpoint of the partition coefficient is shifted to
wards smaller polymer weights by at least two-fold.
The solid lines are the predictions for the partition
coefficient using scaling theory. The fit is not good be
cause it does not adequately describe the steepness of
the molecular weight dependence. Although, as is
shown in Fig. 2, scaling theory gives the sharpest tran
sition between partitioning and exclusion compared to
the hard-spheres and random-flight models, it is not
sharp enough. The deviation is most pronounced for the
αHL channel, but is also clearly seen for the alamethi
cin channel. We conclude that independent of the size,
structural features, and chemical composition of these
two pores, the three theoretical approaches do not
quantitatively describe the empirically obtained poly
mer partitioning data.
The polymer partition coefficient is obtained here
from conductance data. Implicit is the assumption that
the effect of polymer on bulk conductivity and on chan
nel conductance are caused by the same two primary
mechanisms (an increase of the solution microviscosity
and by dilution). This assumption is plausible because
channel pores are large both with respect to the PEG
monomer size and the Debye screening length in 1 M
electrolytes. Also, for small PEGs that partition easily
into the channel, the relative reduction in the pore con
ductance is close to the relative reduction in bulk solu
tion conductivity (Fig. 4). Thus, there is no reason to
expect a pronounced non-linearity between polymer
partitioning and channel conductance reduction.
Using the above assumption, we consider three other
possible complications that, at first glance, may ac
count for deviations from ideal partitioning. They in
clude: the pore’s shape differs from that of a regular
2001
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Fig. 5. Polymer partitioning into single αHL (triangles) and
alamethicin (circles) ion channels as a function of PEG mo
lecular weight. The solid lines are the least-squares best-fit
predictions for the partition coefficient using scaling theory
[17, 18]. The dashed lines are drawn to guide the eye.

Fig. 4. The dependence of the mean conductance of single
αHL and alamethicin ion channels on PEG molecular
weight. The conductance values in the presence of PEG,
g(w), are normalized to that in the absence of polymer, g0 .

cylinder, the PEG samples are poly-disperse mixtures
with a number of polymer sizes present, the polymer
solutions are not ideal at 15% (w/w) concentrations
used in partitioning measurements.
Each of these complications results in the opposite
effect, i.e. the flattening of the dependence of partition
ing on polymer molecular weight. Deviations in the
shape of the pore from a regular cylinder (e.g., to a con
ical shape) will lead to a wider transition range because
the molecular weight cut-off will be converted from
one value of polymer size to a spectrum of sizes.
Polymer size polydispersity also widens the transi
tion range. Consider a polydisperse PEG sample with a
primary size that is excluded from the pore. The low
molecular weight components in the PEG sample will
still partition into the pore and reduce the pore conduc
tance, which would not occur if the PEG sample was
monodisperse. In the other extreme of polymer parti
tioning (i.e. a low molecular weight PEG sample), high
molecular weight components of the sample will be ex
cluded from the pore. Thus, the pore conductance will de
crease to a lesser extent compared to monodisperse low
molecular weight PEG sample. A recent study addressed
this question [21].
The effects of polymer solution non-ideality were
discussed previously [14]. It was shown that only the
highly artificial hard spheres model gives some sharp
ening of the transition. However, it is well known that
PEG in water forms flexible coils with a Kuhn length
of several Angstroms. Scaling arguments predict a shift
in the partition coefficient curve to higher polymer mo
lecular weights if polymer-polymer repulsion is inclu
ded. Moreover, if we consider the increase in this repul
sion as the polymer molecular weight is increased (so
lutions of higher weight PEGs are less ideal at the same

weight/weight concentration [22]), the polymer solu
tion non-ideality will broaden the transition between
partitioning and exclusion. Larger polymers are driven
into the pore with a stronger force of polymer-polymer
repulsion.
CONCLUSIONS
The empirical study of polymer partitioning into na
nometer-scale pores reveals a simple qualitative pic
ture. Large polymers are excluded from the pores and
thus do not significantly influence the pore conduc
tance whereas small polymers equi-partition into the
pore and reduce its conductance to the same degree as
they decrease the bulk solution conductivity. The tran
sition between complete exclusion and partitioning re
veal the characteristic size of the pore. The larger the
pore, the higher the polymer molecular weight at which
this transition occurs. However, a rigorous quantitative
analysis of the data clearly shows that three available
theoretical models for entropic repulsion fail to de
scribe the sharpness of the transition. Hard spheres,
random flight model, and scaling theory predict a
smoother dependence of polymer partition coefficient
on molecular weight than is observed.Our analysis sug
gests that several possible complications caused by either
the deviation of the pore shape from a regular cylinder,
polydispersity of PEG samples, or non-ideality of con
centrated polymer solutions all predict the opposite
effect, i.e. a flattening of the dependence of partitioning
on polymer molecular weight.
One might suggest that the deviation of the empiri
cal polymer partitioning (Fig. 5) from the theoretical
predictions discussed arises because of the finite size of
the polymer. Polymers with small degrees of polymer
ization, e.g. PEGs with molecular weight less than
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1000 Da, do not represent good random coils. The
smallest polymers used in our study probably have an
appearance more like a curved rod than a coil. Thus, the
concepts of statistical polymer physics discussed above
should be applied with caution. However, the results in
Fig. 5 demonstrate that the larger channel (αHL) has a
steeper dependence of the partition coefficient on poly
mer molecular weight than does the smaller channel
(alamethicin). Thus, the deviation of the data from the
oretical predictions is greater for the larger pore and
therefore for larger polymers. Specifically, for αHL,
the transition between partitioning and exclusion oc
curs over a PEG molecular weight range of 1000 and
4000 Da. This observation seems to disagree with the
finite size argument discussed above, but does not ne
cessarily exclude this possibility.
We conclude that more theoretical and experimental
research is needed to reach a quantitative understan
ding of the mechanisms controlling flexible polymer
partitioning at these biologically important length
scales. New models for polymer partitioning must con
sider interactions between the polymer and the nanom
eter pore other than the purely entropic repulsion of
polymer by an inert geometric constriction.
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ëÔÓÒÓ·ÌÓÒÚ¸ ÔÓÎËÏÂÓ‚ ÔÓÌËÍ‡Ú¸ ‚ ÛÁÍËÂ ÔÓ˚ ‡ÁÏÂ‡ÏË ‚ ÌÂÒÍÓÎ¸ÍÓ Ì‡ÌÓÏÂÚÓ‚ ÏÓÊÌÓ ÔÓ‚Â
ËÚ¸, ËÁÏÂﬂﬂ ÔÓ‚Ó‰ËÏÓÒÚ¸ ËÓÌÌ˚ı Í‡Ì‡ÎÓ‚, ÔÓÒÍÓÎ¸ÍÛ ÌÂÈÚ‡Î¸Ì˚È ÔÓÎËÏÂ (Ì‡ÔËÏÂ, ÔÓÎË
˝ÚËÎÂÌ„ÎËÍÓÎ¸, èùÉ) Á‡ÏÂ˘‡ÂÚ ‚ÌÛÚË Í‡Ì‡Î‡ ËÓÌ˚ Ë ÔÓÌËÊ‡ÂÚ Ëı ÔÓ‰‚ËÊÌÓÒÚ¸ ‚ ÔÓÂ. é·‡ ˝Ù
ÙÂÍÚ‡ ÔË‚Ó‰ﬂÚ Í ÔÓÌËÊÂÌË˛ ÔÓ‚Ó‰ËÏÓÒÚË Í‡Ì‡Î‡. ÇÎËﬂÌËÂ ÔÓÎËÏÂ‡, ÔÓÌËÍ‡˛˘Â„Ó ‚ ÔÓÛ, Ì‡
ÔÓ‚Ó‰ËÏÓÒÚ¸ Ï˚ ËÒÔÓÎ¸ÁÓ‚‡ÎË ‰Îﬂ ÓÔÂ‰ÂÎÂÌËﬂ ÍÓ˝ÙÙËˆËÂÌÚ‡ ‡ÒÔÂ‰ÂÎÂÌËﬂ ÔÓÎËÏÂ‡. å˚ ÔË
¯ÎË Í ‚˚‚Ó‰Û, ˜ÚÓ ÒÛ˘ÂÒÚ‚Û˛˘ËÂ ÚÂÓÂÚË˜ÂÒÍËÂ ÔÓ‰ıÓ‰˚ Í ÓˆÂÌÍÂ ˝ÌÚÓÔËÈÌÓ„Ó ‚Á‡ËÏÓ‰ÂÈÒÚ‚Ëﬂ
ÔÓÎËÏÂ‡ Ë ÔÓ˚ (ÏÓ‰ÂÎ¸ Ú‚Â‰˚ı ÒÙÂ, ÒÎÛ˜‡ÈÌÓ„Ó ÔÓÎÂÚ‡ Ë ÚÂÓËﬂ Ï‡Ò¯Ú‡·Ó‚) ÌÂ ÓÔËÒ˚‚‡˛Ú
‡ÒÔÂ‰ÂÎÂÌËÂ èùÉ ‚ ‡Î‡ÏÂÚËˆËÌÂ Ë α-„ÂÏÓÎËÁËÌÂ. ùÏÔËË˜ÂÒÍË Ì‡È‰ÂÌÌ˚Â ÍÓ˝ÙÙËˆËÂÌÚ˚ ‡Ò
ÔÂ‰ÂÎÂÌËﬂ ‰Îﬂ ˝ÚËı ‰‚Ûı Í‡Ì‡ÎÓ‚ ËÏÂ˛Ú ÒÛ˘ÂÒÚ‚ÂÌÌÓ ·ÓÎÂÂ ÍÛÚÛ˛ Á‡‚ËÒËÏÓÒÚ¸ ÓÚ ÏÓÎÂÍÛÎﬂÌÓ„Ó
‚ÂÒ‡ ÔÓÎËÏÂ‡.
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